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On November 29 (Wednesday), JMC Corporation, one of the members of the Venture Support Mechanism MINERVA, was listed on the
Tokyo Stock Exchange Mothers Index. JMC manufactures and sells prototypes and all sorts of parts and products made using 3D
printers and sand mold casting. For this issue of the Newsletter, we interviewed its president and an employee about the process
leading up to listing.

【Outline of the company】
Name：JMC Corporation URL: http://www.jmc-rp.co.jp/en/
Representative：Mr. Daichi Watanabe, President
Address：2-5-5, Shinyokohama, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama-city, Kanagawa,
2220033, Japan
Establishment：December 18th 1992
Paid-in capital：691 million yen
Business：3D printing、Casting、Coordinate measuring

Ⅰ、Comments by President Watanabe
Representative Director & President
Daichi Watanabe

① Thoughts at present, after listing
We were listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange Mothers Index on
November 29, 2016. The big change after our listing was the increase
in recognition of our name. The knowledge of us among people with
whom we had previously had no contact gave us new business
opportunities and enabled us to obtain the very latest information. This,
in turn, empowered us to engage in wide-ranging corporate activities.

② The struggle before listing
While we were preparing for listing, there were many opportunities to
create new systems. There were many unfamiliar terms and we had
trouble understanding the systems themselves. But it was also fun
learning about them.

③ Words of encouragement for other MINERVA venture
member companies
TSE Mothers Listing November 29, 2016

There are plenty of openings waiting for companies that do not have
any preconceptions about precedents or records and can look at the
business from their own unique perspectives. I hope we can continue
to stimulate each other and grow as companies.

Ⅱ、Comments by an employee representative: Ms. Sachiko Mizuuchi, Personnel & General
Affairs Team, Management Group
① Thoughts at present, after listing
Because we are now listed, quotations for our stock fluctuate on a daily basis. We are getting more phone calls from
shareholders, and I can sense that we are attracting more attention. We intend to apply ourselves to our work with a
consciousness of being employees of a listed company.
② The struggle before listing, in the view of an employee
We had a hard time performing work out of the realm of our experience so far, such as preparing application
documents for listing and making arrangements for internal control. We managed to move ahead with the support of
lead managing securities companies, printing companies, and other parties.

Ⅲ、Words of congratulations
☆Mr. Masatoshi Go, Vice President, Venture Support Mechanism MINERVA
Congratulations on your listing on the Mothers Index! "They are definitely not spectacular, but are firmly committed to something.
They have a challenger's spirit, but do not seem to be talking too big. Yet you can always sense the dreams they want to come
true and their ardent aspirations." This is my image of Mr. Watanabe and JMC Corporation. Please tell even more people about
your aspirations as a listed company and take aim at even further progress.

☆Mr.Katsuhiro Yamashita, President, TNP On The Road Corporation
Congratulations on your listing on the Mothers Index! I can still recall the look on Mr. Watanabe's face when he so
enthusiastically spoke of his dedication to the business when we first met. I continue to be impressed with his attitude of always
looking ahead and striving to achieve his aspirations. My best wishes for even greater strides from now on!

【Contact】
NPO Venture Support Mechanism MINERVA
TNP Partners ／ TNP On The Road
(Ms. Ikumi)

